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Highly anisotropic metal surfaces can drive the formation of
metal–organic coordination chains, as shown by scanning tunneling
microscopy analysis and density functional calculations. For details
about the templated coordination of Cu and Fe atoms with trimesitylic
acid on a Cu(110) surface, see the Communication by T. Classen,
S. Fabris, K. Kern, and co-workers on the following pages.
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Metal–organic coordination networks (MOCNs) formed by
coordination bonding between metallic centers and organic
ligands can be efficiently engineered to exhibit specific
magnetic, electronic, or catalytic properties.[1–6] Instead of
depositing prefabricated MOCNs onto surfaces, it has been
recently shown that two-dimensional (2D) MOCNs can be
directly grown at metal surfaces under ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV), thus creating highly regular 2D networks of metal
atoms.[7–12] These grids have been pointed out to be potentially
relevant for devices that involve sensing, switching, and
information storage.[13, 14] We show here that this approach
offers the additional advantage to predefine the geometry of
the MOCN by using the substrate as a template to direct the
formation of novel 1D metal–organic coordination chains
(MOCCs).

The templating role of substrates is well known in the field
of surface epitaxial growth.[15–19] Among the highly aniso-
tropic substrates, the Cu(110) surface is one of the most
commonly used (Figure 1a and b). To demonstrate its strong
1D templating effect on organic molecules, a ligand with a
triangular symmetry was selected, namely 1,3,5-benzenetri-
carboxylic acid (trimesic acid, TMA; Figure 1c). The three-

fold rotation symmetry of TMA supports the formation of
hexagonal 2D and 3D architectures,[20–22] therefore strongly
disfavoring the linear geometry. On the isotropic Cu(100)
surface, TMA forms 0D carboxylate complexes and 2D
networks.[9,10]

The deposition of TMA on Cu(110) under UHVat 300 K
results in the formation of 1D chains along the h11̄0i
direction, as observed by scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM). This deposition temperature is high enough to
provide mobile Cu adatoms through evaporation from kinks
and steps onto the terraces.[23] Analysis of similar systems by
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy[24,25] showed that these
adatoms catalyze the deprotonation of molecular carboxylate
groups. The adatoms are furthermore necessary for the
formation of copper carboxylate complexes.[23,24,26] Deposi-
tion at lower temperatures, 210 K and 250 K, resulted in
disordered structures with a tip-to-tip bonding motif. This
signature, which is never observed above 300 K, is character-
istic for intermolecular dimeric hydrogen bonds of carboxyl-
ate groups,[20–22,24] thus indicating that the carboxylate groups
are protonated at temperatures below 300 K. Upon annealing
to 300 K, these structures yield to the same 1D chains
described above. The chains formed at 300 K typically show
irregular kinks and poor long-range order. These inhomoge-
neities are removed by post-annealing to 380–410 K to yield
straight and highly periodic chains, referred to as MOCC-I
hereafter (Figure 2). At low coverage, chains predominantly
attach to step edges, whereas upon increasing the coverage
chain nucleation takes place also on terraces.

These findings allow the substrate templating effect to be
rationalized as follows: Upon deprotonation, the molecule–
molecule interaction (favoring hexagonal geometries) is
overcome by the molecule–substrate interaction, which
effectively controls the 1D character of these MOCCs.

The chains consist of triangles alternating with round
protrusions (Figure 2b and c). The apparent height of the two
units is significantly different, 140� 30 pm and 75� 20 pm,
respectively, when scanning at �1 V and 1 nA. Following
previous analysis,[9,10,20–22] the triangles are identified as flat-
lying TMA molecules. The round protrusions can be attrib-

Figure 1. a) High-resolution STM image in 3D representation and
b) structural model of the Cu(110) surface. c) Trimesic acid (TMA).

Figure 2. Representative STM images of [-Cu-TMA-Cu-]n chains
(MOCC-I) on Cu(110) for TMA coverages of a) 0.36 and b) 0.13 mono-
layers (ML), respectively. Comparison of c) the high-resolution STM
image of MOCC-I, d) the atomistic MOCC-I model, and e) the corre-
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uted to Cu adatoms,[7,9, 10] coordinated by two of the carbox-
ylate groups of the TMAmolecule. The third functional group
of TMA is pointing out of the chain with no preferential up or
down orientation (Figure 2b).

The periodicity of MOCC-I along h11̄0i is five Cu lattice
spacings (12.70� 0.15 >). High-resolution STM images indi-
cate that the distance between the Cu protrusions and the
oxygen atom of the molecular carboxylate groups is approx-
imately 2.8 >, a rather large value when compared to the
typical Cu�O bond length of 1.9–2.2 >.[27] The simplest
[-TMA-Cu-]n chain model for the adsorption geometry of
MOCC-I seems therefore to be outruled by these observa-
tions.

Indeed, the lowest energy structure of MOCC-I as
predicted by density functional theory (DFT) calculations is
a [-Cu-TMA-Cu-]n chain in which a dimer of Cu metal
adatoms forms unidentate Cu–carboxylate bonds with adja-
cent TMA molecules (Figure 2d). The dimer binds to the
surface by 6.3 eV with respect to isolated Cu atoms, and each
adatom is fivefold coordinated to the substrate. This structure
has the correct 5 @ periodicity. Its simulated STM image
(Figure 2e) closely agrees with that found experimentally,
with the Cu–Cu dimer imaged as a single spot centered
between the adatoms. The resulting Cu–O distance is 2.02 >,
which lies in the range of typical Cu�O bond lengths. Also the
calculated apparent heights, 170 pm for the TMA unit and
90 pm for the Cu adatom unit, are in good agreement with
those determined experimentally.

The theoretical analysis provides an unprecedented level
of insight into the adsorption geometry of surface MOCNs.
The phenyl ring of TMA and the Cu adatoms are located on
the short-bridge and hollow sites, respectively (Figure 2d).
The molecule stands 1.14 > above the outermost Cu layer,
with the carboxylate groups bending towards the surface by as
much as 0.69 >. With respect to a neutral Cu atom, surface
complexation of Cu weakly reduces the metal center occu-
pations of both the s and d electronic states by approximately
0.2 electrons.

[-Cu-TMA-Cu-]n chains are the intrinsic nanostructures
on Cu(110), but functional MOCCs also require different
elements than Cu as metallic centers. Extrinsic [-TMA-Fe-]n
chains (MOCC-II) were created by holding the Cu(110)
crystal at 230 K—thus preventing the formation of Cu–TMA
complexes—and by depositing first TMA and then Fe at
coverages higher than 0.04ML. The sample was then
annealed to 390 K for one minute. The number of chains
increased with the amount of deposited Fe and saturation was
reached for a coverage of around 0.08ML of Fe. Further
deposition of Fe results in the nucleation of Fe islands.

The 4 @ in-chain periodicity of these chains (Figure 3)
leaves space for just one Fe metal center between TMA
molecules. The TMA–TMA distances are therefore shorter
when linked by Fe than when linked by Cu, similar to that
reported for 2D MOCNs on the Cu(001) surface.[9, 10] Accord-
ing to DFT calculations the geometry of the adsorbed TMA
molecule is weakly dependent on the metal center, with the
phenyl ring lying 0.09 > higher in the case of Fe. The metal–
carboxylate bond is still unidentate and the Fe–O distance is
1.95 >, thus 0.07 > shorter than the Cu–O distance in

MOCC-I. Single metal centers lead to very weak features in
the simulated STM image (Figure 3d), in agreement with
experiment (Figure 3b). With respect to a neutral Fe atom,
surface complexation of Fe strongly reduces the occupations
of the Fe s states by 1.3 electrons while it increases that of the
d states by 0.5 electrons.

Insight into the potentially interesting magnetic proper-
ties of Fe-complexed MOCC-II can be gained by projecting
the electron density on the atomic Fe d orbitals (Figure 4b).

The projected density of electronic states (DOS) displays a
large splitting between the majority spin-up and minority
spin-down electronic d states. The former are completely
filled and well hybridized with the substrate Cu d states,
extending from �5 to �1 eV in the total DOS of the [-TMA-
Fe-]n chain (Figure 4a). The latter spin-down states are only
partially filled and extend in the energy region dominated by
the substrate s states. As a consequence, the Fe atoms are
strongly magnetized with a spin polarization of 3.3 mB per Fe
atom. The polarization of a Fe adatom isolated on the
Cu(110) surface is very similar, 3.2 mB, and the corresponding
projected DOS is shown in Figure 4c. The comparison shows
that the coordination with the carboxylate group does not
affect the electron localization at the Fe adatoms and thus

Figure 3. [-TMA-Fe-]n chains (MOCC-II): a) Overview image of the co-
ordination chains formed upon deposition of 0.04 ML Fe and 0.40 ML
TMA. Comparison of b) the high-resolution STM image, c) the atom-
istic MOCC-II model, and d) the corresponding simulated STM image.

Figure 4. a) Total density of electronic states (DOS, in [eV] with respect
to the Fermi energy EF) of the [-TMA-Fe-]n chain (MOCC-II). Projected
DOS (PDOS) on the atomic d states of b) the Fe center in MOCC-II
and c) an Fe atom isolated on the Cu(110) surface.
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does not produce any relevant quenching of the spin magnetic
moment. This is a necessary (although not sufficient)
condition for the emergence of intriguing magnetic properties
induced by the low dimensionality, such as a giant magnetic
anisotropy.[28,29] Because of their high thermal stability,
MOCNs similar to those presented here could thus be
convenient model systems to explore the occurrence of low-
dimensional magnetism.

In conclusion, metal–organic coordination chains were
created in situ by self-organized growth at a metal surface
under UHV. The 1D anisotropy of the substrate was
effectively transferred to the resulting metal–organic coordi-
nation chains. This strategy was shown to work for intrinsic as
well as for extrinsic metal–carboxylate systems. The precise
atomic configuration of the structures was revealed by a
combined use of STM and DFT. Spin-polarized DFT suggests
that Fe centers within the 1D chains have magnetic properties
similar to those of isolated Fe adatoms. This renders such
regular and unidirectional arrangement of magnetic centers
attractive candidates for the investigation of low-dimensional
magnetism in thermally stable structures.

Experimental Section
Methods: The sample was prepared in a standard UHV preparation
chamber with a base pressure of less than 2@ 10�10 mbar. The Cu(110)
single crystal was cleaned by cycles of Ar+ sputtering (900 eV) and
annealing to 830–850 K. Commercially available TMA (Fluka
Chemie AG, purity> 97%) was evaporated from a ceramic crucible
at 460 K for sample temperatures between 130 K and 300 K. The
sample was then transferred under UHV conditions to a STM
chamber (base pressure of 6@ 10�11 mbar) that comprised a commer-
cial variable-temperature STM apparatus. Measurements were car-
ried out at 300 K and 130 K with typical tunneling conditions of �1 V
and 1 nA (filled-state imaging).

The computer simulations were based on DFT, in the generalized
gradient approximation of Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof.[30] The calcu-
lations were performed in the pseudopotential plane-wave frame-
work (plane-wave cutoff of 326.4 eV) using ultrasoft pseudopoten-
tials[31] as implemented in the PWscf simulation package.[32] A three-
layer slab provided a simplified model of the Cu(110) surface. The
atomic positions were determined by relaxing the upper layer and
keeping the distance between the others fixed at the bulk value. Metal
adatoms and deprotonated TMA molecules were positioned on the
upper surface of the slab and were structurally relaxed according to
the Hellmann–Feynman forces. STM images were simulated by
means of the Tersoff–Hamann method,[33] that is, by a spatially
resolved DOS integrated in energy from a bias potential (�1.0 eV) to
the Fermi energy.
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